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A: The following forum thread
seems to be related to your issue,

it has a few more details than your
question but it may help. It

mentions it could be caused by a
corrupt cache file or that the links

used are being blocked by the
servers. Liverpool is celebrating

its 3rd successive victory to
remain undefeated throughout the
Premier League this season. While
Manchester United have been cut
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down to two points and it is
Everton and West Ham who are
now in the same position on 2
points. United now have the

potential to drop back above 4th
placed Tottenham. Goalkeeper:

Liverpool goalkeeper Loris Karius
has kept only one clean sheet in

his five league matches this
season. Liverpool have been kept
busy at Anfield, particularly by an
improved Tevez side. Darren Till,

Liverpool's new signing from
Bournemouth, came on in the 59th
minute and was shipped an early
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opportunity to score from the spot
after Phil Jagielka went down

under a challenge from Tevez. The
former West Ham United and

Blackburn Rovers' forward had
little to do in the rest of the game,
with Liverpool causing him no end

of problems. Josh King found
himself in the box with a free

header from Andy Carroll's corner
when Karius came out to the six

yard box to punch away.
Substitute Zlatica Zagorca
however found the net for

Liverpool in the 87th minute to
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claim a point that keeps Liverpool
in the top 4. Right Backs: Stoke's

Robbo could have injured his knee
against Liverpool and the former

Crystal Palace man had to be
helped off the pitch. He could well

miss the rest of the season. At
right back he has played a constant

role going forward. Liverpool's
right back pairing has been good

this season and he has shown he is
good on the ball too. Centre

Backs: The lack of goals at the
back has plagued Liverpool this
season and the deeper role of the
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right back is a key factor. There's
no surprise that right back Joe

Gomez has his first appearance of
this season tonight. The right back
has had a mixed time this season
but he has been consistent in the
defensive end. He's only had the
one goal in his four appearances,

being booked against Everton. Joe
Gomez Playing in their new home
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